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Abstract
This article proposes a new planning navigation strategy for use with mobile terrestrial robots. The
proposed algorithm is applicable in any point of the areas for tasks such as cleaning the floors of building,
mowing and clearing mined areas. The strategy of this algorithm is analyzed and checked in conditions
where the environment and the obstacles are known. There are various routing algorithms such as A*,
Genetic, Dijkstra, antcolony and etc, but any of the main algorithms is not singly the optimum one and all
of them have some disadvantages. The proposed algorithm reduces the number of required repetitions to
passing the routes by a combination of good characteristics of the main algorithms; after each movement
event, the robot passing through all eight directions of source node according to specified fitness function,
traverses the intended area at each repetition that the cost of each node is the distance of that node from
the source. In this article, some problems presented and finally, the proposed algorithm in comparison with
the algorithm of Roomba made by iRobot Corporation, has been checked by the observation and test method
and their response has been obtained. In the path of achieving to the response by using the presented
algorithm, some pseudo-codes have been designed in the C# environment.
Keywords: Hybrid algorithm, Area traverse, Optimum traverse, Roomba.

shown a high level of precision in terms of
avoidance of obstacles and achievement to
the optimum route. In the area of AI, many
Traverse techniques such as fuzzy logic,
artificial neural networks (ANNs), genetic
algorithms (GAs), or combinations of these
procedures have been used [1].
A* algorithm is a heuristic based algorithm
widely used in Artificial Intelligence. It
follows path having lowest known heuristic
costs. Drawback of A* is requiring a large
amount of CPU and memory resources [2].
Ant colony algorithm is based on behavior of
ants. In ant colony algorithm nodes are

1- Introduction
The evolution of robotics research in the
last fifteen years has had an important
influence on human activities in many sectors
of society. In the case of mobile robots, the
main objective is to develop autonomous
intelligent robots that are able to effectively
plan their movements in static or dynamic
environments that are unknown. Methods
involving Artificial Intelligence (AI) are
amongst the techniques that can be used for
this purpose, and the navigation strategies
based on Artificial Intelligence (AI) have
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traversed in random fashion initially, and cost
of each node in the path is updated. The path
with maximum use time by ants is considered
to be optimal [3]. The main drawback of this
algorithm is that the number of required
iterations to find an optimum path is so much.
Techniques based on GAs have been widely
used due to their robustness, and in most
cases have been able to provide optimum
routes in both static and dynamic
environments. However, for dynamic
environments, global planning strategies
need to use external observation and devices
in order to transmit the current state of the
environment to the robot at a suitable rate.
Navigation strategy using GA have been
presented by employing global planning
where the individuals (or chromosomes) are
consistent of all possible routes between the
initial and final points. GA’s drawback is that
you cannot be sure of response times for the
constant optimization, considering works [4],
[5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. Our proposed algorithm
by exploiting the good properties of ant
colony, A*, GA, Flood Fill algorithms,
developed a new algorithm that is more
efficient than the original algorithm. The
proposed algorithm introduces a hybrid
approach with the passage of all eight
directions of source node according to
specified fitness function. This algorithm is
an optimized hybrid approach [10] that can be
used for any problem that needs to be applied
to find the optimal route.

by evolutionary biology such as inheritance,
mutation, crossover and selection [11].
Advantages of this algorithm are so useful to
solve problems with multiple solutions and
many inputs. Some of the disadvantages of
GA are the special optimization problems that
cannot be solved due to weak known fitness
function, and through which you cannot
assure constant optimization response times.
In GA the entire population is improving, but
this could not be true for an individual within
this population [12].
2.2. Heuristic Function
Heuristic maps’ function describes problem
state as a number which represents the degree
of desirability. Heuristic function has
different errors in different states. It plays a
vital role in optimization problem [13].
2.3. Depth-First-Search
DFS is used as Last-In-First-Out stack and
is a recursive algorithm. It is simple to be
implemented. But the major problem with
DFS is that it requires large computing power
and runtime increases exponentially, for a
small increase in map size [13].
2.4. Breadth-First-Search
BFS is used as First-In-First-Out at the
queue. It is used when space is not a problem
and few solutions may exist and at least one
has the shortest path. It works poorly when all
solutions have long path lengths or there
exists some heuristic function. It has large
space complexity [13].
2.5. A* Algorithm
A* combines features related to uniformcost search and heuristic search. It is a BFS in
which the cost associated with each node is
calculated using admissible heuristics [14].

2- Studies’ Review
2.1. Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithm is used to find
approximate optimal solutions. It is inspired
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For graph traversal, it follows a path with
lowest known heuristic cost. The time
complexity of this algorithm depends on used
heuristic. Since A* has the BFS drawback, it
needs a large memory to save all of the open
lists [13].

3- Proposed Algorithm
The proposed system starts with source
node and search in all eight directions of
source node according to specified fitness
functions. This process is continued until
destination node is reached. In the process
cost of each node, passing equivalent to
number of iterations required to reach that
node is stored. The hybrid navigation strategy
of path production consists of M
displacement in the first generation of the
population in order to reach the final goal.

2.6. Ant Colony Optimization
ACO is meta-heuristic algorithm based on
the behavior of real ants [15]. While
traversing to destination, each ant deposits a
chemical substance called pheromone. Each
ant traverses in random fashion but when it
encounters pheromone trail it has to decide
whether to follow it or not. If an ant follows
the same path, the amount of pheromone
deposition increases. Thus, the path mostly
followed by an ant has maximum pheromone
deposition. An ant using shortest path to
destination will reach source fast, as shortest
path will have twice more pheromone
deposition than others [15]. If there is more
than one optimal path, then ACO cannot
decide to choose optimal path [16].

P=(X , Y)

( 1)

There is a local target at any M
displacement of the robot moves.
Pol(M)=(Xol(M) , Yol(M))

( 2)

Local target selection Pol (M) exists in any
event of displacement robot using the
algorithms and the current position with
regard to neighbors who have the lowest cost
with a common border, and all positions PR
(M) are visited and stored in vector.

2.7. Flood-Fill Algorithm

PR : Location that can be expressed as
follows:

Robot maze problems are considered as
important fields of robotics and are based on
decision making algorithm [17]. It requires
complete analysis of workspace or proper
maze planning [18]. Flood fill algorithms and
modified flood fills are widely used for robot
maze problem [19]. Flood fill algorithm
assigns the value to each node representing
the distance of that node from centre [14].
The flood fill algorithm floods the maze when
a mouse reaches new cell or node. Thus, it
requires high cost updates [14]. The flooding
is avoided in modified flood fill [19].

PR=[PR(0), PR(1), PR(2),… PR(m)]

( 3)

The algorithm terminates when all nodes
are visited freely.
3.1. Working
The working of algorithm is illustrated by
using examples. Optimum and full padding of
a 4*4 proximate flat surface without
obstacles. An environment is divided into a
number of locations, and each location has a
specified amount as it has been shown in
Figure 1.
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In the second step: the next nearest
neighbor's surface to the source is traversed.
The method for selecting the first node among
nodes with similar costs is thought as the
fitness function.
First, fitness function selects cells from
among free cells with similar costs having
common borders and fewer cells in neighbor.
This process will continue until the end
surface.
In general, traversing cells is done
according to cells’ number of Figure 1 as
follows regarding an order from left to right:

Fig.1. Flat surface 4*4

5-6-2-3-7-11-10-9-13-14-15-16-12-8-4

 Statement of the problem



Goal: Complete traverse of free cells
The starting point (source): The cell number

Statement of the problem:

Goal: Complete traverse of free cells
The starting point (source): The cell number
11

1
As it has been shown in Figure 1-a, cells
initially are valued toward the source.

Fig.1-a. cells valuation

Fig.1-b. cells valuation

First step: First all of the source neighbors
(initial population) are traversed. The cost of
each node is equal to the number of iterations
required to reach there.

In general, traversing cells is done
according to cells’ number of Figure 1, as
follows regarding an order from left to right:
16-15-14-10-6-7-8-12-8-4-3-2-1-5-9-13
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As you can see, in the without obstacles’
environment with any starting point, the
whole surface gets traversed in the most
possible optimal way.


Block nodes and clean nodes are different.
The block node gets disconnected from
population, but the clean node will be
ignored. So it is possible for the clean node to
traverse again. Block cells have been shown
in Figure 2.

Statement of the problem:

Goal: The optimal and complete traverse of
free cells without collision to obstacles
The starting point (source): The cell number
13
Scattered blocked cells: 5, 7, 10, 16
The symbol of blocked points: 999

Fig.2-a. cells’ valuation

In Figure 2-a, valuation of cells has been
shown according to the starting point:
In general, traversing cells is done
according to cells’ number of Figure 2 as
follows regarding an order from left to right:

Fig.2. Flat surface 4*4 with obstacles

9-14-15-11-6-1-2-3-4-8-12

As can be seen in Figure 2, a setting has
been divided to some locations, and obstacles
are marked with red color. Mobile robots can
traverse the free zones.
The traversing environment of the robot is
called the chart of safe map. The inputs of the
problem are size of map network in Figure 2,
starting point and the obstacles’ cells. The
best solution is a free choice of path from the
starting point to the goal and based on the
whole route it gets minimized.



Statement of the problem:

Goal: The optimal and complete traverse of
free cells without collision to obstacles
The starting point (source): The cell number
16
Scattered blocked cells: 2, 7, 11, 15
The symbol of blocked points: 999
Block cells have been shown in Figure 3:

3.2. Block Nodes and Clean Nodes
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3.3. Flowchart

Fig.3. Flat surface 4*4 with obstacles

In Figure 3-a, valuation of cells has been
shown according to the start point:

Fig.4. Flowchart for map exploring

3.4. Structure of Elucidation Algorithms

Fig.3-a. cells’ valuation

In general, traversing cells is done
according to cells’ number of Figure 3, as
follows regarding an order from left to right:
12-8-4-3-6-10-14-13-9-5-1
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4- Conclusions
The proposed algorithm was implemented
in C # and it had an optimal performance by
reducing the number of required iterations to
traverse the entire path and reduce time
complexity of algorithm in environments
with obstacles and without obstacles. Also the
proposed algorithm was implemented on the
Roomba robot vacuum cleaner (made by
iRobot Corporation). And the performance of
the proposed algorithm in comparison with
the Roomba algorithm indicated a huge
reduction in traverse time and depreciation of
hardware with the same local conditions.
In some cases, such as increasing the
number of empty neighboring cells around
the starting point of the robot movement,
Roomba algorithm had a better performance
in comparison with the proposed algorithm.
By using the proposed algorithm for perfect
traverse of proximate flat surfaces included
obstacles, optimum and practical results have
been obtained in most situations.
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